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Business History and Field of Operation 
 

Following the South African Qualifications Authority’s (SAQA) decision in that all training 

programmes falling within the generic educational training practices domain, will in future 

become an Education Training and Development Practices Sector Education and Training 

Authority (ETDP SETA) responsibility.   Up to that stage the various SETA`s trained, assessed and 

registered their own assessors, facilitators, moderators etc. In view of the fact that the SAQA 

decision would stimulate the ETD training market, ATS was launched and accredited at the ETDP 

SETA (nr. ETDP9952). 

 

Training is offered at ATS’ main training facility in Groenkloof, Pretoria. Various other training 

venues can be arranged throughout South Africa to meet the particular requirements of our 

clients. 

 

An indication of the scope of training offered and number of candidates already trained is 

provided by the following: more than 3000 individuals from a variety of sectors have been trained 

as assessors; in excess of 1000 moderators have also been trained, as well as some 500 facilitators, 

50 assessment designers, some 200 evidence facilitators, and 350 coaches (one-to-one trainers). 

We also have accreditation to present ABET training programs (Literacy and Numeracy), Skills 

Development Facilitators (SDF) and Early Childhood Development Level 4 & 5.  

 

Audit Results 

 

We were audited by the ETQA of the ETDP SETA and our accreditation has been extended to 

2015.  
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Soft Skills Training 

 

Soft Skills are personal attributes that enhance an individual’s interactions, job performance and 

career prospects, it is the character traits and interpersonal skills that characterises a person’s 

relationships with other people. In simple terms, Soft Skills have more to do with who we are than 

what we know. In the workplace, soft skills are considered a complement to hard skills, which refer 

to a person’s knowledge and occupational skills. 

 

The Soft Skills required for a builder, for example, would be business ethics, supply chain 

management, conflict management, customer service, team building, coaching and mentoring, 

and project and time management. Alternatively, the hard skills for a builder would include a vast 

comprehension of building techniques, materials, regulations and structural integrity. 

 

Please contact us for more information on any of our Soft Skills training courses 
We have scheduled courses open to the public and we do on-site training for groups of 8 or more. 
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Facilitation Skills Workshop 

 

Facilitation is often referred to as the new cornerstone of management philosophy. With its focus 

on fairness and creating an easy decision making process. Creating a comfortable environment 

through better facilitation will give your participants a better understanding of what a good 

facilitator can do to improve any meeting or gathering.  

 

The Facilitation Skills workshop can help any organisation make better decisions. This workshop will 

give participants an understanding of what facilitation is all about, as well as some tools that they 

can use to facilitate small meetings. A strong understating of how a facilitator can command a 

room and dictate the pace of a meeting will have your participants on the road to becoming 

great facilitators themselves. 
 

Workshop Objectives: 
 
 Define facilitation and identify its purpose and benefits. 

 Clarify the role and focus of a facilitator. 

 Differentiate between process and content in the context of a group discussion. 

 Provide tips in choosing and preparing for facilitation. 

 Identify a facilitator’s role when managing groups in each of Tuckman and Jensen’s stages of 

group development: forming, storming, norming and performing. 

 Identify ways a facilitator can help a group reach a consensus: from encouraging 

participation to choosing a solution. 

 Provide guidelines in dealing with disruptions, dysfunctions and difficult people in groups. 

 Define what interventions are, when they are appropriate and how to implement them. 
 

Duration: 
1 Day 
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Leadership & Influence Workshop 

 

They say that leaders are born, not made. While it is true that some people are born leaders, some 

leaders are born in the midst of adversity. Often, simple people who have never had a leadership 

role will stand up and take the lead when a situation they care about requires it. A simple 

example is parenting. When a child arrives, many parents discover leadership abilities they never 

knew existed in order to guide and protect their offspring.  

 

Once you learn the techniques of true Leadership and Influence, you will be able to build the 

confidence it takes to take the lead. The more experience you have acting as a genuine leader, 

the easier it will be for you. It is never easy to take the lead, as you will need to make decisions 

and face challenges, but it can become natural and rewarding. 
 

Workshop Objectives:  
 
• Define “leadership” 

• Explain the Great Man Theory 

• Explain the Trait Theory 

• Understand Transformational Leadership 

• Understand the people you lead and how to adapt your leadership styles 

• Explain leading by Directing 

• Explain leading by Participating 

• Explain leading by Delegating 

• Kouzes and Posner 

• Conduct a personal inventory 

• Create an action plan 

• Establish personal goals 
 

Duration: 
1 Day 
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Manager Management Workshop 

 

With this course you will be able to provide the skills, guidance, and empowerment to your team 

of managers. They will then be better suited in leading and motivating their team and thus 

produce fantastic results. To be a successful manager means having a wide range of skills. 

Through this workshop you will be able to disperse your knowledge and experience throughout 

your leadership team.  

 

Manager Management takes a special type of leader. This workshop will expand your 

participant's knowledge and provide a way for them to teach and lead new and experienced 

managers. As every manager knows that learning never stops, this workshop will have something 

for everyone. 
 

Workshop Objectives: 
 
• Welcome and orientate new managers 

• Learn ways to successfully coach and mentor 

• Learn ways to measure and evaluate performance 

• How to handle complications 

• Communicate between employees and their manager 
 

Duration: 
1 Day 
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Teamwork & Team Building Workshop 

 

For most of us, teamwork is a part of everyday life. Whether it's at home, in the community, or at 

work, we are often expected to be a functional part of a performing team. Having a strong team 

will benefit any organisation and will lead to more successes than not.  

 

The Teamwork and Team Building workshop will encourage participants to explore the different 

aspects of a team, as well as ways that they can become a top-notch team performer. Your 

participants will be given the details and concepts of what makes up a team, and what factors 

into being a successful team and team member. 
 

Workshop Objectives:  
 
• Describe the concept of a team, and its factors for success 

• Explain the four phases of the Tuckman team development model and define their 

characteristics 

• List the three types of teams 

• Describe actions to take as a leader – and as a follower for each of the four phases (Forming, 

Storming, Norming and Performing) 

• Discuss the uses,  benefits and disadvantages of various team-building activities 

• Describe several team-building activities that you can use, and in what settings 

• Follow strategies for setting and leading team meetings 

• Detail problem-solving strategies using the Six Thinking Hats model -- and one consensus-

building approach to solving team problems 

• List actions to do -- and those to avoid -- when encouraging teamwork 

 

Duration: 
1 Day 
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